Leica Cyclone ENTERPRISE
Your central source of truth

Central Source of Truth
Leica Cyclone ENTERPRISE lets users work collaboratively from the same project eliminating the need for confusing duplication of files that can result in mistakes and rework. Users around the office or around the world can connect to Cyclone ENTERPRISE to produce deliverables in desktop programs such as CloudWorx, and collaborate in TruView with a common project view.

Anytime, Anywhere Data Access
With integrated TruView LIVE access, Cyclone ENTERPRISE allows users around the world to access lightweight versions of the project from any modern web browser. View, navigate, measure, markup and collaborate using 3D point clouds and models and synchronise changes back to Cyclone ENTERPRISE for all users to access across desktop and web applications.

Security and Accessibility
Cyclone ENTERPRISE is designed for data security. Thanks to its flexible on-premise and cloud-based deployment options, users can design a system that meets their unique security requirements. This, paired with a robust user and project management dashboard, allows authorised users to quickly and easily provide or revoke access and manage active users sessions from a simple browser-based dashboard.
Leica Cyclone ENTERPRISE

Key features

Seamless CAD Integration
Interoperability with all major CAD products from Hexagon, Autodesk, Bentley, AVEVA, Dassault Systems and others via CloudWorx and JetStream powered technology, delivering rich reality capture-based feature extraction and analysis workflows.

Web & Desktop Access
Access projects via the TruView LIVE web viewer for quick viewing and collaboration anywhere, on any device. Access projects from the desktop in TruView for collaboration or the most popular CAD applications for deliverable creation.

Powered by JetStream
Cyclone ENTERPRISE harnesses Leica Geosystems’ JetStream Technology for rapid visualisation and powerful collaboration.
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### IMPORT
- Import LGS files (including point clouds, IR/HDR imagery, GeoTags, Assets, IFC/OBJ/COE Models, Snapshots/Markups, Clips, and UCS') and JSA files
- Direct publish from Cyclone REGISTER product family

### SERVER MANAGEMENT TOOLS
- Manage storage locations
- Monitor active processes
- Terminate active sessions
- Set company information
- Customise logo
- Monitor licence status

### PROJECT EXPLORATION TOOLS
- View authorised projects
- Open projects in TruView LIVE, TruView, CloudWorx, Cyclone 3DR and 3rd party products
- Keyword search (sort by project name, date; view by groups/list)

### DATA MANAGEMENT TOOLS
- Create/Delete projects
- Edit project name and description
- Edit project storage location
- Password protect projects
- Assign user access to projects/groups/sub-groups
- Create/Delete groups/sub-groups
- Assign projects to groups/sub-groups
- Edit group name and description
- Edit group/sub-group hierarchy

### USER MANAGEMENT TOOLS
- Add/Delete users
- Reset user password
- Edit username
- Edit user roles (predefined permissions)
- Assign users to groups/sub-groups
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- when it has to be right